
The Estate The Existing House
In the 70’s the house was characterized by the wooden
structural portico and an exterior circulation, a classical
typology for coffee farms.

The house was retrofitted to host lodgings, meeting spaces
and a small chapel inside. The position of the house and
its symmetry dominates the site.

The Way of the Cross
The central axis goes through the middle of the house and
leads to a meandering path of the Way of the Cross.
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Ceremonial Axis The Threshold
The central symmetrical axis of the house connects on
opposite ends the Way of the Cross and The Saint Claver
Chapel. The Chapel sits amidst a lush green vegetation of
hundred year old trees, oranges and coffee plants.

The main architectural element of the chapel consists of a
concrete threshold, a deep transition that marks the limit
between the profane and the sacred. The campanile
consists of a I-beam steel structure giving it a solemn
presence within the site.
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Scalability
While the chapel (a) is only 94m2, it can open to receive
larger crowds in the exterior (b). For larger gatherings, the
main threshold can double as an altar and host outdoor
ceremonies (c).

Relationship with Nature Materiality
Concrete: the main portal and the floating slab which
supports the ceremonial space are cast in place with
reinforced concrete.

Steel: The structure supporting the roof of the ceremonial
space, the campanile, and the cross consist of steel
structures which were prefabricated in a factory and
assembled on site.

Glass: The ceremonial space is enclosed by a transparent
glazing. Often windows of churches contain stained glass
depicting natural landscapes, the chapel didn’t require
them.

Wood: The roof for the ceremonial spaces is made in wood
for its acoustic quality and to give a sense of warmth.

The Chapel floats amidst a natural environment which
serves as a backdrop for the inner space. The surrounding
vegetation filters the light and helps protect from direct
sunlight. The cross is placed outside of the chapel, to
reinforce the idea of the sacred quality imbued in nature.

a. b. c.
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